Biological associations are often premised upon metabolic cross-talk between the organisms, 17
INTRODUCTION
literature sources, and where possible, each reaction was referenced (see File S2). Reactions 126 were predominately taken from the previously published S. meliloti genome-scale metabolic 127 reconstruction iGD1575 (33) when possible; otherwise, they were taken from the Kyoto 128
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (44), MetaCyc (45), ModelSEED (46), or MetaNetX (47)  129 databases. 130 An automated expansion of the metabolic network was then performed. Using the 131 'tncore_expand' function of the Tn-Core Toolbox, all reactions absent in the working 132 reconstruction but present in the S. meliloti genome-scale metabolic reconstruction iGD1575b 133 (34) were transferred to the working reconstruction. Then, i) all unnecessary 'source' reactions 134
were removed, ii) most metabolic reactions associated with an unknown gene were removed, 135 and iii) some newly added reactions likely to be incorrect based on published literature were 136
deleted. Reactions added during the automated expansion sharing a gene in common with an 137 existing reaction were then manually examined, and in most cases manually removed from the 138 reconstruction. Then, all reactions producing dead-end metabolites were iteratively removed, 139
The working reconstruction was next mass and charge balanced. Metabolite formulas 140 and charges were obtained from the MetaNetX database (47) when available; otherwise, 141 metabolite charges and formulas were manually prepared, using information from the 142
PubChem database (48) when available. The 'checkMassChargeBalance' function of the 143 COBRA Toolbox was used to identify mass or charge unbalanced reactions, and reaction 144 equations were manually balanced. Duplicate reactions were identified and removed. 145 An ATP hydrolysis reaction was added to account for non-growth associated 146 maintenance (NGAM) costs (49), using a NGAM cost of 8.39 mmol ATP h -1 (g dry weight) -1 147 as reported for Escherichia coli (50). A growth associated maintenance (GAM) reaction was 148 not added as the reconstruction includes transcription and translation reactions. The final 149 reconstruction, termed iGD1348, contains 1348 genes, 1407 reactions (1164 associated with at 150 least one gene), and 1160 metabolites (Table S2 ). The final reconstruction is available in File 151 S2 in SBML, XLS, and MATLAB COBRA format. 152 153
Updating the M. truncatula metabolic network reconstruction. 154 The published M. truncatula metabolic network reconstruction (40) was built based on the M. 155 truncatula genome version Mt3.5v5 (51). Here, the gene associations were updated to 156 correspond to the annotations of version 5.0, the most recent version of the M. truncatula 157 genome (52). A conversion table was prepared linking the Mt3.5v5 gene names with the 158 corresponding gene names from the Mt4.0v1 genome annotation (53), which were in turn 159 associated with the corresponding gene names from the version 5.0 annotation. This conversion 160 table was prepared based on the information present in i) the 'Mt3.5-161
Mt4.0v1_conversion_table.txt' file available on medicagogenome.org (54), and ii) the 162 'MtrunA17r5.0-ANR-EGN-r1.6.gene-repeat_region.vs. JCVI-Mt4.0-gene.kgb.synonymy.txt' 163 file available online at medicago.toulouse.inra.fr/ MtrunA17r5.0-ANR. Next, the published M. 164
truncatula SBML model was imported into MATLAB with the 'importMedicago' function of 165 Pfau et al. (40) . After importing, for genes with a one-to-one match between genome versions, 166 the existing gene name was replaced with the gene name in the version 5.0 genome annotation. 167 When multiple genes were combined into a single gene in the version 5.0 annotation, all of the 168 genes were removed from the model and replaced with the single gene. Genes that were split 169 into multiple genes in the version 5.0 annotation were replaced with all of the new genes using 170 an 'or' association. Genes with no match in the Mt5.0 genome were removed from the model; 171 reactions constrained upon removing these genes were also deleted unless they were essential 172 for model growth (i.e., RXN-9944_H, RXN-7674_H, and PASTOQUINOL--173 PLASTOCYANIN-REDUCTASE-RXN_H), in which case the corresponding gene also was 174 not removed. 175 The majority of transport reactions in the original M. truncatula metabolic 176 reconstruction, both between the cell and the external environment and between organelles, 177
were simple diffusion reactions lacking an energy source such as ATP hydrolysis or proton 178 cotransport. To limit inappropriate transport between compartments, all single-metabolite 179 diffusion reactions were modified with the exception of metabolites such as water, gases, and 180
light. All bidirectional reactions were split into two unidirectional reactions, and each reaction 181 was modified to require the hydrolysis of 0.25 mol of ATP per mol of transported compound. 182
The modified reconstruction contains 2522 genes, 2920 reactions (1722 associated with at least 183 one gene), and 2742 metabolites. 184
The updated M. truncatula reconstruction was used to generate a tissue-specific M. 185 truncatula model containing shoot and root tissues using the 'BuildTissueModel' function of 186 Pfau et al. (40) . Reactions to transfer metabolites between the root and shoot tissue were 187 modified to require the hydrolysis of 0.25 mol of root ATP and 0.25 mol of shoot ATP per mol 188 of transferred metabolite. The model was then modified to contain unique gene names for those 189 associated with the shoot tissue and for those associated with the root tissue, following which 190 all unused genes were removed from the model. Finally, root import reactions for the following 191 compounds were added in anticipation of integration with the S. meliloti model: Co 2+ , MoO4 3-192 , Mn 2+ , Zn 2+ , Ca 2+ , K + , and Na + . The final model encompassed root metabolism and shoot 193 metabolism with appropriate cross-talk between the tissues (40), and all reactions, metabolites, 194
and genes associated with the shoot contain the prefix 'Leave_', while those associated with 195 the root contain the prefix 'Root_ '. 196 197 Reconstructing the metabolism of a nodulated M. truncatula plant.
198
The original full (i.e., non-tissue-specific) M. truncatula reconstruction (40) was imported to 199 MATLAB in COBRA format from SBML format using the 'readCbModel' function. The 200 model was updated to the version 5.0 genome annotations as described in the previously 201 section, and diffusion reactions were modified to require an energy source as described in the 202 previous section. The following reactions were then added in preparation for integration with 203 the S. meliloti model: a homocitrate synthase reaction, a biotin source reaction, a H2 export 204 reaction, and import reactions for each of N2, Mn 2+ , Zn 2+ , Ca 2+ , K + , and Na + . The gene 205
MtrunA17Chr1g0213481 was associated with the homocitrate synthase reaction based on 206 homology to the gene of Lotus japonicus (55). At the same time, the S. meliloti model was 207 modified such that fluxes were recorded in µmol hr -1 (g dry weight) -1 , with one µmol of 208 biomass equalling one g of biomass. This was done to ensure consistency with the units in the 209 M. truncatula model. The S. meliloti model contained a single gene for all unknown GPRs (i.e., 210 'Unknown') and a single gene for all spontaneous reactions (i.e., 'Spontaneous'). In 211 preparation for constraining the nodule, the 'Unknown' and 'Spontaneous' genes were replaced 212 with a series of genes each associated with a single reaction. 213
The following strategy was adopted to build a multi-compartment metabolic model 214 accounting for the metabolic interactions of the two organisms. First, we mapped the two 215 reconstructions to the same name space using the MetaNetX version 3. the nodule: zone II distal, zone II proximal,  236 interzone II-III, and the nitrogen-fixing zone III. Additionally, a version of the M. truncatula 237 model prior to integration with S. meliloti was included to represent zone I (apical meristem). 238
In each of the five models, prefixes were added to all reactions, metabolites, and genes to 239 specify to which zone and which organism the feature belongs (e.g., 'NoduleIII_' and 240 'BacteroidIII_'). Next, all S. meliloti exchange reactions and all M. truncatula transport 241 reactions were deleted in each of the five models. The exception was for nodule zone III, where 242 the import of N2 and export of H2 by M. truncatula were not removed. Finally, a single model 243 was produced that joined the tissue-specific (root and shoot) M. truncatula model with the five 244 nodule zone models as a single COBRA formatted metabolic model. To this model, an 245 irreversible reaction converting protons in the peribacteroid space to S. meliloti periplasmic 246
protons was added specifically in nodule zone III, thereby allowing the transfer of protons from 247
M. truncatula to S. meliloti. 248
At this point, it was necessary to metabolically connect the nodule to the root and to the 249 external environment. First, for each compound that could be exported by the M. truncatula 250 root tissue, a reaction was added to each of the five nodule zones for the export of that 251 compound. Then, for all compounds that could be imported by the M. truncatula root tissue 252
(except ammonium and nitrate), a diffusion reaction (without an energy requirement) was 253 added for the import of the metabolite from the external environment to a general nodule 254
compound. Next, all compounds were identified that could be transferred between the root and 255
shoot tissues in either direction. For each of these compounds, a diffusion reaction (without an 256 energy requirement) was added to convert the compound in the root to a general nodule 257 compound. Then, for each of the general nodule compounds, five irreversible reactions were 258 added to transfer the general nodule metabolite to each of the nodule zones; each reaction 259 involved the hydrolysis of 0.25 mol of nodule zone ATP per mol of transported metabolite. 260
Finally, reactions were added to individually transfer asparagine and glutamine from the M. 261 truncatula plant cytoplasm of nodule zone III (the nitrogen-fixing zone) to the root tissue, with 262 each reaction requiring the hydrolysis of 0.25 mol of root ATP and 0.25 mol of nodule zone III 263 ATP per mol of metabolite. 264
A series of biomass reactions were added to the combined model. A zone-specific 265 biomass reaction was added to each of zone II distal, zone II proximal, and interzone II-III by 266 combining M. truncatula and S. meliloti biomasses at a 75 : 25 ratio. Biomass of zone I 267 consisted of only M. truncatula biomass. No biomass reaction was added to zone III as the 268 purpose of this zone was to fix nitrogen. Next, an overall nodule biomass reaction was prepared 269 by combining zone I, zone II distal, zone II proximal, and interzone IZ biomass at a 5 : 45 : 45 270
: 5 ratio. A plant biomass reaction was also prepared by combining shoot and root biomass at 271 a 66.7 : 33.3 ratio. Finally, an overall biomass reaction was prepared that combined plant 272 biomass with nodule biomass at a 98 : 2 ratio. The overall biomass reaction was set as the 273 objective function during all FBA simulations unless stated otherwise. 274
All reactions that produced dead-end metabolites were iteratively removed from the 275 model, followed by the addition of several constraints into the model (the list of the reactions 276 removed following this procedure are listed in Dataset S1). Maintenance costs, in the form of 277 ATP hydrolysis, were added to each tissue including the nitrogen-fixing zone III. The 278 maintenance cost value for the shoot and root tissues were set as described elsewhere (40). 279
Maintenance costs for plant nodule tissues were based on the shoot plus root maintenance costs 280 scaled by the percent of biomass that consisted of the given nodule zone. Similarly, the 281 maintenance costs of the bacteroid nodule tissues were based on a maximum of 50.4 µmol hr -282 1 (g plant dry weight) -1 , scaled according to the percent of biomass that consisted of the given 283 bacteroid zone (this value was chosen as it equals 30% the commonly used value for free-living 284
Escherichia coli). Import of ammonium and nitrate by the root and nodule tissues was turned 285 off, as was usage of starch as a carbon source in the shoot tissue. The uptake of light was set to 286 1000 µmol hr -1 (g plant dry weight) -1 , which is within the range where there is a linear relation 287 between light and CO2 usage (not shown). The total rate of oxygen usage by the plant and 288 bacterial cells of nodule zone III was limited to 8.985 µmol hr -1 (g plant dry weight) -1 . This 289 value was arrived at as follows: i) the total oxygen usage of the entire nodule was limited to 290 12.98 µmol hr -1 (g plant dry weight) -1 based on published experimental data (57), ii) plant 291 growth was optimized, iii) the O2 usage of zone III was limited to the O2 uptake rate in the 292 initial analysis, and iv) the constraint on whole nodule O2 usage was removed. To force the use 293 of C4-dicarboxylates by the bacteroids of zone III, reactions for the import of all other carbon 294 sources into the symbiosomes were deleted. No constraints were pre-set on the transfer of 295 nutrients from the plant cytosol to the bacteria of zone II distal, zone II proximal, or interzone 296 IZ. Finally, the upper and lower bounds of all reactions were multiplied by 1000, converting 297 the units to nmol hr -1 (g dry weight) -1 . This step was necessary to avoid numerical issues when 298
running GIMME due to low fluxes through the bacteroid reactions. 299
The reaction space of each nodule zone was constrained based on the M. truncatula -300
S. meliloti zone-specific RNA-seq data of Roux and coworkers (58), reanalyzed as described 301 below, to obtain transcript per million (TPM) values. The expression threshold for a gene to be 302 considered highly expressed was determined separately for each species, and it was equal to 303 1.1 times the average TPM value across all nodule zones of all genes that had at least one 304 mapped read in at least one zone. To limit artificial differences between zones due to the choice 305 to threshold, Kruskal-Wallis tests, followed by post-hoc comparisons, were performed for each 306 gene to determine statistically significant between-zone expression changes; this was 307 performed using the 'agricolae' package in R (59). If i) the difference between two zones was 308 not statistically significant, ii) only one of the two zone had an expression value above the 309 expression threshold, and iii) the value in the second zone was at least 80% of the expression 310 threshold, then the value of the second zone was modified to be above the expression threshold. 311
Moreover, as we wished to only constrain the reaction space of the nodule zones, all shoot and 312 root genes were given artificial values above the expression threshold in order to ensure they 313
were considered highly expressed. 314
The combined model was constrained using a custom multi-species adaptation of the 315 gene-centric TIGER (60) implementation of the GIMME algorithm (61), which is available in 316
the Tn-Core Toolbox (23). In short, GIMME was modified to take multiple gene lists (one list 317 per species), multiple TPM lists (one list per species), and multiple expression thresholds (one 318 per species). Genes above the respective expression threshold were considered expressed, and 319 those below the respective threshold were turned off. A score for each 'off' gene was calculated 320 by subtracting the expression value of each gene from the appropriate threshold. The scores for 321 the species were then normalized based on the ratio of the expression thresholds. The 322 normalized values of both species were combined as a single list, and the GIMME algorithm 323 continued as normal. The growth fraction threshold for GIMME was set to 0.99. 324
The GIMME output was used as the basis to build a constrained and functional 325 COBRA-formatted model. As the genes identified as 'on' following the GIMME analysis were 326 insufficient to rebuild a working COBRA model, the following pipeline was used. All reactions 327 active during the GIMME analysis with an absolute flux > 1 x 10 -6 nmol hr -1 (g dry weight) -1 328 were identified. FASTCORE (epsilon of 1.01 x 10 -6 ) was then run using these reactions as the 329 input core reaction set and the same model used as input for GIMME, but with the lower bound 330 of the biomass reaction set to 99% of the objective value. A list of protected reactions was 331 prepared by combining: i) the output reactions of FASTCORE, ii) all reactions that were not 332 constrained when the genes identified as 'off' in the GIMME analysis were deleted from the 333 input model, iii) all peribacteroid transport reactions, and iv) all reactions for the transfer of 334 metabolites between tissues. All nodule or bacteroid reactions that were not part of this 335 protected list were removed from the model, and all genes no longer associated with a reaction 336 were deleted. The genes associated with each reaction were then refined based on the GIMME 337 output. For any given reaction, no change was made if all the associated genes were classified 338 as 'on', or if all genes were linked with 'and' statements. Otherwise, for reactions with 'or' 339 statements, but lacking 'and' statements, all genes classified as 'off' were removed from the 340 reaction; if no gene was classified as 'on', then all genes were deleted except for the gene with 341 the highest expression value. For reactions with both 'or' and 'and' statements, a complex loop 342 was prepared. Put briefly, a minimal set of genes required for the reaction to be functional was 343 left associated with the reaction, favouring the inclusion of 'on' genes followed by the inclusion 344 of highly expressed 'off' genes. All reactions producing dead-end metabolites were iteratively 345 removed from the model, and all genes no longer associated with a reaction were deleted. 346 Finally, all reaction and metabolite identifiers were updated to MetaNetX codes, where 347 possible, to maximize consistency throughout the model, and duplicate reactions were deleted. 348 We refer to this final version of the integrated model as ViNE (for Virtual Nodule  349 Environment), and it is provided in File S3 as MATLAB COBRA and SBML formatted files. 350
The unconstrained model of the nodulated plant is also provided in File S3. 351 352
Adding sucrose metabolism to zone III bacteroids in ViNE. 353 To perform simulations comparing the use of sucrose and C4-dicarboxylates as a carbon source 354
for zone III bacteroids, ViNE was modified as follows. by the removal of all constrained reactions. In contrast, zone-or tissue-specific gene deletion 397 analyses involved deleting just the gene version specific to the zone or tissue of interest. Flux 398 variability was performed with the requirement that flux through the objective function was at 399 least 99% the optimal flux. The robustness analysis involved first identifying the approximate 400 flux range for each reaction in which the plant growth rate was non-zero. Then, for each 401 reaction, the flux rate of the reaction was set to various values within the previously identified 402 flux range, and the objective value was maximized. For simulations in which the rate of 403 nodulation could vary, nodule biomass was removed from the objective reaction and instead 404
forced through a nodule biomass sink reaction at the appropriate rate; maintenance costs and 405 oxygen availability were modified accordingly (see Text S1). For simulations comparing the 406 effect of providing zone III bacteroids sucrose versus C4-dicarboxylates as the carbon source, 407 a modified version of ViNE was prepared as described in the subsection "Adding sucrose 408 metabolism to zone III bacteroids in ViNE". 409 410 RESULTS 411
Validation of iGD1348, an updated S. meliloti metabolic reconstruction. 412
Prior to constructing the integrated plant -bacterium metabolic model, an updated metabolic 413 reconstruction of S. meliloti Rm1021 was prepared as described in the Materials and Methods. 414
Briefly, the highly refined core metabolic network iGD726 (34) was combined with the 415 comprehensive accessory metabolism of the genome-scale metabolic network iGD1575 (33). 416
Most of the reactions were compared against the literature, referenced where possible, and 417 mass and charge balanced. The updated model consists of 1348 genes (Table S2 ), and 418
incorporates information from 240 literature sources (listed in the Excel file of File S1) that 419 include published transposon-sequencing (Tn-seq) data (34) and Phenotype MicroArray data 420 (33, 71, 72) for wild-type and mutant strains. 421
Several tests were performed to validate the quality of the newly prepared S. meliloti 422 reconstruction. Flux balance analysis (FBA) was used to simulate growth using glucose or 423 succinate as the sole source of carbon, with or without the inclusion of an NGAM reaction. 424
Inclusion of an NGAM reaction resulted in a specific growth rate reduction of ~ 0.043 h -1 and 425 0.030 h -1 for growth with glucose and succinate, respectively. This result confirmed the absence 426 of energy leaks in iGD1348 that would allow for spontaneous energy production. 427
Using FBA, the ability of S. meliloti to catabolize 163 carbon sources to support growth 428 was predicted with the iGD1348 and iGD1575 models (Dataset S2). As previously reported 429 (33), simulations with the iGD1575 model correctly predicted growth with 67 of the 85 (79%) 430
substrates experimentally shown to support growth of S. meliloti. Nicely, simulations with the 431 iGD1348 model correctly predicted growth with 76 of these 85 (89%) substrates, including all 432 67 that supported growth of the iGD1575 model. This result confirmed that iGD1348 433 incorporates the majority of the accessory metabolism of S. meliloti, and that it is a better 434 representation of total cellular S. meliloti metabolism than the previous genome-scale model. 435
Context-specific core metabolic models were extracted from the iGD1348 and 436 iGD1575 metabolic models through the integration of transposon-sequencing (Tn-seq) data 437 (34) using Tn-Core (29). The accuracy of the resulting core metabolic models was determined 438 through comparison with iGD726, a manually prepared core metabolic model of S. meliloti 439 (34). As summarized in Figure 1 , the iGD1348 core model displayed greater overlap with the 440 iGD726 model than did the iGD1575 core model. In particular, of the essential genes in the 441 iGD726 model, 96% were essential in the iGD1348 core model, whereas only 62% were 442 essential in the iGD1575 core model ( Figure 1B) . This result confirmed that the newly prepared 443
iGD1348 reconstruction better represents the core metabolic network of S. meliloti than does 444 the iGD1575 reconstruction. Overall, these tests confirmed that iGD1348 is a high-quality 445 representation of S. meliloti metabolism, and that it better represents both the core and 446 accessory metabolic properties of S. meliloti strain Rm1021 than does the original iGD1575 447 model. 448 449 450 451 Figure 1 . Overlap between the iGD726 model and core metabolic models derived from 452 iGD1575 and iGD1348. Venn diagrams illustrating the overlap in (A) the total gene content, 453
and (B) the essential genes of the following three models: the manually prepared iGD726 core 454
model, a core model derived from iGD1575, and a core model derived from iGD1348. Core 455 models of iGD1575 and iGD1348 were prepared using Tn-Core and published Tn-seq data(34 Next, FBA was used to examine the effects of adding exogenous ammonium to the soil on 486 plant growth considering two situations: i) the rate of N2-fixation could vary while the rate of 487 nodulation was constant, and ii) the rate of nodulation could vary while the rate of N2-fixation 488 per gram of nodule was constant. As expected, increasing the availability of exogenous 489 ammonium increased the rate of plant growth, with the effect more pronounced when 490 nodulation was allowed to decrease with increasing ammonium since the plant no longer had 491 to invest in nodule maintenance (Figure 3) . We then simulated the effects of individual bacteria gene deletion on plant biomass 506 production (Dataset S3) and compared the results to published experimental data. it is important to note that the predictions were not perfect. For example, deleting argG 516 (arginine biosynthesis) or carA (carbamoyl phosphate synthase) did not result in the expected 517 phenotypes, while the incorrect malic enzyme (tme instead of dme) was predicted to be 518 essential (84-86). Taken together, these analyses provide support for the general reliability of 519
ViNE as a representation of nodule metabolism. 520 521
Metabolic progression and nutrient exchange during nodule development 522
The presence of five nodule zones in ViNE provided an opportunity to examine the metabolic 523 changes associated with the development of an effective nodule. To accomplish this, FBA was 524 used to predict the flux distribution through the integrated metabolic networks of each nodule 525 zone, and to simulate the effects of individually deleting each gene, or removing each reaction, 526 specifically in a single nodule zone. Additionally, a robustness analysis was performed to 527 evaluate how perturbations in the flux of individual bacteroid reactions influence the predicted 528 rate of plant growth. The outputs of these analyses are provided as Datasets S4 and S5 and 529 summarized in Figures S1 and S2 . For simplicity, here we focus on the reaction-level analyses, 530
and we split the nodule into only three sections: uninfected (zone I), differentiating (zones IId, 531
IIp, and IZ), and nitrogen-fixing (zone III) ( Figure 4 ). Highlighting the overall similarity of 532 zones IId, IIp, and IZ, and thus supporting their grouping, the robustness analysis indicated that 533 roughly 90% of the bacteroid reactions that had to carry flux in one of these zones had to carry 534 flux in all three zones to maximize plant growth. 535 536 537
538 Figure 4 . The most notable difference comparing the uninfected and differentiation zones was an 563 increase in the number of active reactions related to energy production, including carbon and 564 nucleotide metabolism. This result suggests that the accommodation of differentiating 565 bacteroids may place additional energy demands on the plant cell, and that few additional 566 metabolic functions are required. In contrast, the transition from the differentiation zone to the 567 nitrogen fixing zone was associated with a marked decrease in the number of active reactions 568 in both the plant and bacterial cells, consistent with published transcriptomic and proteomic 569 datasets (58, 87-89). Highlighting this result, ~ 560 bacteroid reactions had to carry flux in the 570 differentiation zones to optimize plant growth, whereas only 167 bacteroid reactions had to 571 carry flux in the N2-fixation zone for maximal plant growth. 572
The lack of biomass production in the N2-fixation zone meant that most biomass 573 biosynthetic pathways were predicted to be inactive and non-essential. However, bacterial 574 pathways related to the production of cofactors for nitrogenase or energy production remained 575 essential; this included FMN, heme, cobalamin, pyridoxine phosphate, and glutathione 576 biosynthesis, as well as the pentose phosphate pathway. Similarly, the TCA cycle, oxidative 577 phosphorylation, and purine biosynthesis in bacteroids were predicted to be essential in the N2-578 fixation zone, presumably to supply the massive amounts of energy required by nitrogenase. 579
Biosynthesis of methionine and SAM were also predicted to be essential. Few other notable 580 bacterial reactions were required in the N2-fixation zone (Dataset S4). In the plant 581 compartment, the majority of the active reactions were related to central carbon metabolism 582
for the production of energy and C4-dicarboxylates for use by the bacteroids, while other active 583 reactions were involved in the assimilation of ammonium through the formation of glutamine. 584
Consistent with experimental works [reviewed by (18, 90)], the FBA results indicated that the 585 plant nodule cells were provided sucrose as a carbon/energy source; in fact, ~ 30% of all carbon 586 fixed by the plant leaves was sent to nodule zone III. The sucrose was then hydrolyzed and 587 metabolized to phosphoenolpyruvate, of which ~ 80% was diverted to oxaloacetate through a 588 cytoplasmic phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase reaction for use in the production of C4-589 dicarboxylates. 590
Next, nutrient exchange between the plant and bacterial partners was examined. While 591 the prevailing evidence suggests C4-dicarboxlyates (succinate, malate, fumarate) are the 592 primary carbon source for N2-fixing bacteroids (18, 91-93), the source of carbon for 593 differentiating bacteroids has not been established. The FBA results suggested that 594 differentiating bacteroids primarily use sugars, likely sucrose, as a carbon source. This is 595 consistent with micrographic evidence suggesting that bacterial mutants unable to use C4-596
dicarboxylates can undergo at least partial differentiation (91, 92). Currently, it is commonly 597 accepted that nitrogen is primarily exported from bacteroids as ammonia (94, 95); however, 598 some studies have suggested that L-alanine could be a major nitrogen export product (96, 97). 599
Here, the FBA simulations were consistent with ammonia being the primary export product in 600 the S. meliloti -M. truncatula symbiosis. However, prior to constraining the nodule reaction 601 space, reducing the availability of oxygen to the bacteroids resulted in a shift in the nitrogen 602 export product from ammonia to L-alanine. Thus, the detection of L-alanine versus ammonia 603
as an export product could be due, in part, to differences in experimental set-up that may 604 influence oxygen availability to the bacteroid. Also, experimental data suggest that rhizobial 605 biosynthesis of some amino acids are essential for the symbiosis while the biosynthesis of 606 others are not, and that the phenotypes may be symbiosis-specific [reviewed by (98)]. 607
Similarly, our FBA simulations suggested that rhizobial biosynthesis of approximately half of 608 the amino acids was essential for the symbiosis. 609
Sociobiology of symbiotic nitrogen fixation 610
By containing a representation of an entire nodule, ViNE allowed for an evaluation of the 611 metabolic costs associated with SNF. Using FBA, the maximal plant growth rate of the 612 nodulated system (without exogenous ammonium) was estimated to be ~ 72% of the maximal 613 growth rate of a nodule-free system supplied with non-limiting amounts of exogenous 614 ammonium (Figure 3 , Table 2 ). The largest factor contributing to the difference in growth was 615 the direct energetic cost of supporting N2-fixation (~ 67% of the difference; Table 2 ). The 616
remaining third of the difference was explained by the cost of synthesizing (~ 11% of the 617 difference) and maintaining (~ 22% of the difference) the nodule and bacteroid tissue (Table  618 2). 619 620 621 We next evaluated the relationship between the rate of N2-fixation (without modifying 625 the plant to nodule ratio) and the rate of plant growth. When the rate of N2-fixation was below 626 the optimum, there was a linear relationship between N2-fixation and biomass production 627 ( Figure 5A ). However, excessive N2-fixation quickly resulted in impaired plant growth, with a 628 10% excess of N2-fixation collapsing the symbiosis ( Figure 5A ). We hypothesized that this 629
result was due to insufficient energy to support both the excess N2-fixation and the ATP 630 maintenance costs. Consistent with this hypothesis, removing the upper limit on the rate of 631 zone III oxygen uptake resulted in a gradual decrease in plant growth as the rate of N2-fixation 632 was increased above the optimal ( Figure 5A ). In this case, excessive N2-fixation was less 633 detrimental than insufficient N2-fixation; the effect of increasing the rate of N2-fixation by 1 634 µmol hr -1 (g plant dry weight) -1 increased or decreased the rate of plant growth by 14.7 or 3.4 635 mg day -1 (g plant dry weight) -1 when below or above the optimum, respectively. We next 636 examined the consequences of varying the rate of nodulation (i.e., the ratio between plant and 637 nodule biomass) while maintaining a constant rate of N2-fixation per gram of nodule. The 638 simulations demonstrated linear relationships between the rate of nodulation and plant growth 639 both above and below the optimum ( Figure 5B) , with increasing the percent nodulation 640 resulting in a 3-fold greater impact when below the optimum compared to above the optimum. 641
Overall, these simulations suggest that a slightly too efficient symbiosis is preferable (for plant 642 biomass production) over a slightly inefficient symbiosis, unless the required rate of O2 usage 643 exceeds the nodule oxygen diffusion limit. The effect of N2-fixation efficiency (rate of N2-fixation per gram nodule) on the rate of plant 655 growth, with the amount of nodule biomass optimized to maximize plant growth and without 656 a limit on zone III oxygen uptake (see Figure S3 for simulations with an oxygen uptake limit). 657
Nodule biomass was either uncapped (red) or limited to 10% (blue) or 5% (purple) of the 658 overall biomass. 659 660 661
The previous simulations represented simple scenarios where only a single variable 662 differed. In reality, a change in the efficiency of N2-fixation should be accompanied by a 663 change in the extent of nodulation as a result of legume autoregulation of nodulation (99). We 664 therefore ran simulations where the efficiency of N2-fixation (i.e., the rate of N2-fixation per 665 gram of nodule) was varied and the amount of nodule biomass was optimized to maximize 666 plant growth. Strikingly, the simulations suggested a pattern of diminishing returns associated 667 with increasing the efficiency of N2-fixation ( Figures 5C and S3) ; decreasing N2-fixation 668
efficiency 50% from the maximum tested value resulted in a mere 10% decrease in plant 669 growth. The half maximal growth rate was achieved with a N2-fixation efficiency of just 10% 670 the maximal, although this required that the nodule accounted for almost 13% of the total 671 biomass. If we assume an upper limit of nodulation at 10% or 5% of the total biomass, the 672 benefits of low rates of N2-fixation are decreased although the pattern of diminishing returns 673 remains ( Figures 5C and S3 ). In these cases, half maximal plant growth rate is achieved at 12% 674 or 21%, respectively, of the highest tested N2-fixation efficiency. Overall, these simulations 675 support that even a poor symbiosis is likely to provide a noticeable benefit to the plant. 676 677
Influence of protons and O2 on the carbon source provided to N2-fixing bacteroids 678
It is well-established that C4-dicarboxylates (malate, succinate, fumarate) are the primary 679 carbon source provided to nitrogen-fixing zone III bacteroids (18, 91-93); however, the reason 680 for this remains unclear. We therefore attempted to uncover a metabolic explanation using 681
ViNE. Surprisingly, preliminary FBA simulations with the ViNE precursor model (i.e., prior 682
to constraining the reaction space) suggested that the N2-fixing bacteroids of zone III use 683 sucrose, not C4-dicarboxylates, as the primary carbon source. Unexpectedly, forcing the use of 684 C4-dicarboxylates resulted in the model being unable to fix nitrogen or produce plant biomass. 685
During those simulations, protons of the plant cytosol could be transferred to the peribacteroid 686 space but were not allowed to be used by the N2-fixing bacteroids. However, this may not be 687 realistic since the peribacteroid space of N2-fixing bacteroids is acidic due to import of protons 688 from the plant cytosol (100-102). If the analysis was repeated and the zone III bacteroids were 689 provided access to the protons of the peribacteroid space, it became possible for C4-690 dicarboxylates to serve as the primary carbon source and support N2-fixation and plant growth. 691
These results suggest that the plant-driven acidification of the peribacteroid space is essential 692
for the metabolic functioning of the bacteroid. 693
Although the transfer of protons to the periplasm allowed C4-dicarboxylates to support 694 N2-fixation, the rate of plant biomass production nevertheless remained higher when the N2-695
fixing bacteroids were provided sucrose instead of C4-dicarboxylates. To further investigate 696 this difference, ViNE was modified to contain reactions for the transport and metabolism of 697 sucrose by N2-fixing bacteroids (see Materials and Methods). Consistent with results from the 698 precursor model, FBA simulations suggested the ability of bacteroids to use sucrose (plus C4-699 dicarboxylates) increased plant growth rate by 6.4% relative to when bacteroids were supplied 700 only C4-dicarboxylates. ViNE contains a limit on the rate of oxygen uptake by zone III nodule 701 tissue, restricting nodule and bacteroid metabolism. We wondered whether the use of sucrose 702 versus C4-dicarboxylates may be modulated by the free oxygen concentration of the nodule. 703
The concentration of free oxygen in the N2-fixation zone has been experimentally demonstrated 704 to be < 50 nM (103). Notably, the Km values of the mitochondrial and bacterial terminal 705 oxidases towards oxygen are 50-100 nM (104, 105) and 7 nM (106), respectively. These 706 enzyme kinetics suggest that the metabolism of the plant fraction, but not the bacteroid fraction, 707 of the nodule is likely to be oxygen limited (107, 108), a conclusion that is supported by 708 measurements of nodule adenylate pools (109). Therefore, we ran a series of simulations in 709 which the upper limit of the mitochondrial terminal oxidase reaction of zone III was varied, 710
with no overall limit on the use of oxygen by the nodule. Gradually reducing the flux through 711 the mitochondrial terminal oxidase was associated with a gradual replacement of sucrose with 712 C4-dicarboxylates as the bacteroid carbon source ( Figure 6 ). This result is consistent with the 713 hypothesis that the low free oxygen concentration of the N2-fixation zone could be a 714 contributing factor to why bacteroids are provided C4-dicarboxylates, and not sugars, as the 715 primary carbon source. 716
Assuming the nodule (consisting primarily of zone III tissue) accounts for 2% of total 717 plant biomass, and that bacteroid biomass accounts for 25% of nodule biomass, the maximal 718 rate of predicted C4-dicarboxylate import by N2-fixing bacteroids (1.3 mmol hr -1 [g bacteroid 719
dry weight] -1 ) was similar to experimentally determined uptake rates by S. meliloti bacteroids 720
( At the same time, the pattern of diminishing returns is interesting from an evolutionary 776 perspective (118). In particular, the evolution of N2-fixation efficiency may be influenced by 777 the rhizobium community diversity, assuming that nodule infection increases the fitness of 778 rhizobia (119). In an environment dominated by a single rhizobium, kin selection may favour 779 the evolution of a poorly efficient symbiosis as it would increase nodule number and thus the 780 size of the niche for colonization by the rhizobia. On the other hand, in a highly diverse 781 environment, evolution of strains capable of entering into a highly efficient symbiosis may be 782 favoured, as this would lead to fewer nodules and thus less plant resources being allocated to 783 competing rhizobium strains, thereby limiting the spread of less mutualist (viz. cheater) strains 784 (20, 120). 785
Of particular interest to us was the metabolic exchange between the plant and rhizobia, 786
both during N2-fixation and during differentiation. The carbon source(s) of differentiating 787 rhizobia remain poorly understood. Results with ViNE suggested that sucrose may be a major 788 carbon source for the differentiating bacteroids. However, S. meliloti mutants unable to 789 transport sucrose are not impaired in nodule formation (121), suggesting that differentiating 790 bacteroids have access to at least one other carbon source. Interestingly, a S. meliloti pyc mutant 791 unable to grow with glycolytic carbon sources was not impaired in differentiation (80). 792
Similarly, S. meliloti pckA (78) and tpi (122) mutants unable to grow with gluconeogenic 793 carbon sources remained capable of differentiating. Thus, it seems likely that differentiating 794 bacteroids have access to a variety of glycolytic and gluconeogenic carbon substrate, with 795 sugars possibly serving as the main carbon source in wild type nodules. If so, the restriction of 796 carbon flow to N2-fixing bacteroids to just C4-dicarboxylates may be the result of active 797 remodelling of the peribacteroid membrane during differentiation. 798
In attempting to identify conditions favouring the use of C4-dicarboxylates as a carbon 799 source by N2-fixing bacteroids, ViNE also provided insights into the metabolic exchange in the 800 N2-fixation zone. The peribacteroid space of N2-fixing bacteroids is known to be acidic due to 801 the activity of H + -ATPases on the peribacteroid membrane (100-102). This acidification 802
contributes to the import of C4-dicarboxylates and the export of ammonium from/to the plant 803 cytosol and the peribacteroid space (123), and it may contribute to the lysis of non-functional 804 symbiosomes (124). Our FBA simulations suggest that the plant-derived protons of the 805 peribacteroid space may also be actively used by the bacteroid to support its metabolism. 806
Although it is generally accepted that nodules are low oxygen environments (103), the 807 site of O2-limitation has been debated. Based on the average concentration of free oxygen in 808 the nodule, enzyme kinetics data are consistent with the mitochondria being O2-limited and the 809 bacteroids being O2-sufficient (103-106). Measurements of the adenylate pools of the plant and 810 bacterial nodule fractions support this conclusion (109). However, others have argued that 811 nodule adenylate measurements suggest that bacteroids, not the plant, are O2-limited (125). 812
Similarly, it was suggested that mitochondria cluster near the periphery of the cell near air 813 pockets, resulting in elevated local O2 concentrations (126, 127). The FBA results presented 814 here predicted that C4-dicarboxylates are the optimal carbon source for N2-fixing bacteroids 815 only when the plant mitochondria are O2-limited while the bacteroids are O2-sufficient ( Figure  816 6). This result supports the hypothesis that mitochondria, and not bacteroids, are O2-limited in 817 wild type nodules. 818
In sum, this work presented a complex metabolic model representing the full 819 metabolism of a rhizobium-nodulated legume, as well as a series of simulations demonstrating 820
the potential for this model to help address genetic, evolutionary, metabolic, and 821 sociobiological questions. Future work will be aimed at continuing to refine and improve the 822 quality of the model, and to using the model to generate hypotheses to guide experimental 823 studies and to assist in the interpretation of experimental datasets. 824 825 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 826 GCD was supported by a postdoctoral fellowship from the Natural Science and Engineering 827
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